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MODS Performance Bonds 

 

In some of our leagues, teams are required to submit a “performance bond”. Current leagues that use 

these include the Summer Mixed League and the Fall and Winter Mixed Indoor Leagues. 

Performance Bond Amount: the bond is two separate $100 cheques made out to MODS. 

Submission: Bonds can be mailed into MODS at the Sport Manitoba building (145 Pacific Ave, R3B 2Z6) 

or dropped off at the main floor mailroom during business hours. After 5pm envelopes could be 

dropped off to the security desk on the main floor. In years where we have in person captain’s meetings 

the cheques can be dropped off there. 

Usage: Performance Bonds are cashed for a few reasons including but not limited to  

• Failure to attend a mandatory meeting 

• Failure to attend the rules clinic or pass the rules quiz (for captains who are eligible for that) 

• Failure to submit game and spirit scores in a timely fashion after a warning 

• Conduct Issues 

• Damage to property or actions that would affect MODS ability to rent venues  

• Game forfeits *** 

*** Forfeits with 24 hours notice will have one cheque cashed; forfeits with less the 24 hours notice will 

have both cheques cashed.  

Once a bond has been cashed a new bond for double the value must be submitted to replace it. 

Captains will be informed before a bond is cashed. 

Optional: For captains who plan to run teams over multiple years / programs / seasons you can leave 

the date of the cheques blank so MODS can keep them on hand to use for future seasons. 
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End of season: MODS will shred all dated cheques at the end of a season, captains can request to pick 

them up if they like. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


